
Text as Data
Classic Approaches to Quantitative Content Analysis



Introduction

●  Reading, and more « distant 
reading »

●  An old endeavor: from the Bible index 
to content analysis

●  An endeavor renewed by the 
digitization of everyday life.
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Introduction
●  ‘Text as data’, ‘Quantitative Content Analysis’, ‘Modeling Text’

●  From text, one wants to extract features

− i) Give it a mathematical representation

− ii) Apply a statistical method*

− * from counting words to Transformers

●  TaD: The return of a Maverick Method

− And Old Endeavor

− Many attempts, no consensus

− A recent return into favors (AI)
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An Overview of Methods
An overview that is necessarily
●  Subjective
●  Incomplete
●  To be continued

Organized by ‘families of methods’
●  Lexical statistics
●  Dictionary-based methods
●  Stylistic Analysis
●  Semantic Networks
●  Topic Models
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An Overview of Methods

Builds on existing reviews:
●  Grimmer & Stewart, 2013 [PoliSci]
●  Evans & Aceves, 2017 [Soc]
●  Gentzkow, Kelly & Taddy, 2017 [Econ]
●  Cointet & Parasie, 2018 [Soc] **
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Lexical Statistics
Oldest endeavor, very different options

●  Berelson & Lazarsfeld (1948), and before them Weber 
1913.
− A question : role of the media in the shaping of 

mentalities
− Method: Counting salient words
− Intuition: Words capture meaning.
− Matters because: language contrues our 

representations (Sapir-Whorf hypothesis)
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Lexical Statistics
Oldest endeavor, different options

●  Culturomics (Michel et al., 2011).
− « Quantitative analysis of culture using millions of 

digitized books »
− From Google book archives to the reinvention of 

the social sciences
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http://science.sciencemag.org/content/331/6014/176/


Lexical Statistics
Oldest endeavor, very different options

●  BankSpeak (Pestre & Moretti, 2015)
− An analysis of the langage in World 

Bank Reports over 40 years.

− « Behind this façade of uniformity, a 
major metamorphosis has taken place »

− Change in the semantics, from 
plainspeak to bankspeak.
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https://philosophersforchange.org/2015/04/14/bankspeak-the-language-of-world-bank-reports/


Lexical Statistics
Oldest endeavor, very different options

Classic, but criticized
●  Purely descriptive
●  What about synonyms ?
●  Un-natural hypotheses about language
● > Lack of structure, of context (Guerrini 2011)
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Dictionary-based Methods
Old idea too (Stone et al., 1966)

Revival in the 2000s. Partly due to commercial interest 
(Pang et al., 2000 ; Pang & Lee, 2008)

Not a focus on words, but on broader categories the word 
refers to.

Ex. (global warming, CO2, greenhouse gas,...) → climate
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Dictionary-based Methods
Most classic example: sentiment analysis
●  Determine a sentiment score for a sentence/doc

●  Based on certain pre-determined terms denoting 
positive or negative sentiments

> O’Connor et al., 2010: Polls for Obama & Sentiments in 
Tweets
> Tetlock 2007: Sentiment in the WSJ
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Dictionary-based Methods
Most classic example: sentiment analysis

●  Flores, Anti-Immigrant Sentiment, AJS 2017
− Does the passing of the law influence public opinion, 

and if yes, how ?
− Tweets in Arizona in 2010 after the passing of a 

restrictive law. Control with Nevada.

● Advanced Sentiment Analysis
−  Scores gradually (from -4 to 4)

−  Distinguishes subject of message

−  Controls for # of active twitter accounts
> Feeds into regression models
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Dictionary-based Methods
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Dictionary-based Methods
But other uses are possible

●  Klingenstein et al., PNAS, 2014
●  How did the judicial vocabulary evolve from 1760 to 

1910 ?
 > Invention of the « violent crime » as a judicial 
category.

● Dictionary-based. Roget Thesaurus (~ 1850s)

Jensen-Shannon Divergence for violent vs. 
non-violent

Null hypothesis: random assignment
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https://www.pnas.org/content/111/26/9419


Dictionary-based Methods
Known issues

●  Better than lexical statistics because more than a word 
taken into account

●  Still no interest in the structure = bag of words 
hypothesis

●  Problems of double meaning (‘a formidable 
regression’), of negation (‘climate change does not 
exist’)

●  Like other methods, does not deal well with irony, 
second degree, metaphors (Bosco et al., 2013)
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Stylistic analysis
Not so frequent but full of potential

●  Idea: focus on the « style » (use of langage, deviations 
from norms) to investigate formality, complexity, 
politeness, etc.
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Stylistic analysis
Not so frequent but full of potential

●  Voigt et al., PNAS, 2017
− Are police/citizen interactions racialized?
− Using information from body camera footages.
− > Analyzing officers' language during vehicle stops of 

white and black community members.   
− > Controls by place, race of officer, type of suspected 

infraction, time of the day.
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https://www.pnas.org/content/114/25/6521/


Stylistic analysis
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Stylistic analysis
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Stylistic analysis
Full of promise but

●  Requires good knowledge in stylistics
●  Annotation can be very painful
●  (Possibly outsourced to a supervised classifier ?)
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Semantic networks
(and other graph-based methods)

● Stems from complex network theory (Barabasi)
● A star method in the 2000s, to circumvent the problem of 

structure
● Varied uses
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Semantic networks
(and other graph-based methods)

●  Leskovec et al., 2009 on meme dissemination
− Which are the most salient quotes in the 2008 

campaign ?
− > A sentence is uttered by a politician
− > Newsmedia echo it.

●  Problem: never the same, and indirect speech.
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Semantic networks
(and other graph-based methods)
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/

Semantic networks
(and other graph-based methods)
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Semantic networks
(and other graph-based methods)

●  Takes into account the context, somewhat

●  But remain limited to certain words, phrases
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Topic models
How to classify themes over a large number of texts ?

●  Dictionary-based methods are an option
●  Topic models is their unsupervised counterpart

− Unsupervised: opposed to supervised
− ‘A machine proposes a clustering, which is 

subsequently interpreted by the scientist’
− When there is no established coding scheme, nor have 

we cues to do the classification.
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Topic models
How to classify themes over a large number of texts ?

●  Topic Models: Blei, circa 2003.
− Inductively capture clusters of words that co-occur over 

documents.
− > « uncover underlying semantic regularities in a set of 

documents by mapping recurring relationships between words ».

− Output: a series of « themes » (sets of co-occurring 
words)
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Topic models
In more details

We assume there are K topics in n documents

We want to determine what is the proportion of each topic 
K1,…,i  ,in each document n1,…,n, in a proportion α (0<α<1)

Ex. Article 1 is mostly about Economics (k=1, α=.6), a bit 
about Politics (k=2, α=.2), and not a all about Sport (k=5, 
α=0).
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Topic models
In more details

Most classic method: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

See original paper by (Blei, Ng & Jordan, 2003)

i) Assume each word pertains to a topic k

ii) For each word w in doc n, assume its topic k is wrong but every 
other word is assigned the correct topic

iii) Assign word w to a given topic based on

what topics are in document n
how many times has w been assigned to a particular topic

And repeat
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https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume3/blei03a/blei03a.pdf


Topic models
How to classify themes over a large number of texts ?

●  Many examples in the social sciences
> Fligstein et al., ASR, 2017

●  
● Why did the Fed did not foresee the 2008 crisis ?

 ⇒ (macro) frames and confirmation bias

●  72 FOMC meetings, basic LDA on those documents
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Topic models
How to classify themes over a large number of texts ?

●  Fligstein, Brundage, Schultz 2017
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Topic models
How to classify themes over a large number of texts ?

●  Fligstein, Brundage, Schultz, ASR, 2017
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Topic models
How to classify themes over a large number of texts ?

●  Many examples in the social sciences

●  Classic criticism: « exploratory analysis » (see Grimmer & Stewart 
2013).

− Problems in long time series with change in meaning of words.

− Necessary post hoc interpretation

− No good validation criterion.

− Remain at the level of the word

See: A. Shadrova, ‘Topic models do not model topics’, 2021
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https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03261599/


Summary
●  A wealth of methods

● ...to be used depending on your needs

●  Keep in mind that all of these methods rely on very 
un-natural conceptions of what language is.

− Almost all are premised on the « bag of word » 
hypothesis.

− Arguably, all models are wrong but some are useful.
STILL
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Summary

Time flies like an arrow.
But fruit flies like a banana (not an arrow)

  ⇒ Need to go towards a more realistic description of 
language

This is what the recent developments in AI promise
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